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Dear HIMSS Chapter Leader,  
  
Communications is a vital and evolving component of your work as a chapter leader. Whether 
your outreach goals include engaging current members, attracting new members and sponsors, 
promoting your events, health IT issues, or promoting chapter members’ expertise, you need 
an effective communications plan to get information out quickly and efficiently to your 
stakeholders.    
  
HIMSS created this new 2017 HIMSS Chapter Leader Communications Guide to help simplify 
the process for you. Here, you’ll find best practices for:  
  

 Developing a communications plan for your chapter,    

 Building relationships with influencers in your city or region – reporters, bloggers and 
other health IT leaders,   

 Creating and sharing content about your chapter news and events,   

 Using social media platforms with hashtags focused on health IT;    

 Learning from each other by sharing success stories and case studies.  
   

We hope this brief guide will serve as a useful reference during your tenure as a HIMSS Chapter 
Leader, and that you will also take advantage of the all HIMSS resources available to you, 
including staff expertise to assist with specific issues and goals. This guide will be posted on the 
Chapter Leaders Resource Area (it is password protected). When it’s updated with new 
information, we’ll notify you via email and in the Chapter Leader e-newsletter.  
  
Thank you for sharing your time and expertise with HIMSS and with your chapter 
members.  Your contributions truly make a difference in HIMSS’ ongoing vision to improve 
health with IT.  
  
Sincerely,  
   
Stephanie Denvir, CAE        Angie Gordon  
Senior Director    Senior Manager  
Strategic Relations    Strategic Relations 
HIMSS North America            HIMSS North America   
sdenvir@himss.org                agordon@himss.org  
@stephdenvir             

http://clra.himsschapter.org/user/login#notes
mailto:sdenvir@himss.org
mailto:agordon@himss.org
https://twitter.com/stephdenvir
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Getting Started 

Communications Trends  
 

Journalism today isn’t what it was 20 years ago. 1  With journalism employment expected to 
decline 9 percent by 20242, reporters today are asked to do more with less, and the 24/7 news 
cycle means increasing pressure to constantly publish new content, which means less time for 
research and fact-checking.  And with fewer reporters assigned to “beats” that enable them to 
become experts on specific topics like healthcare, more and more articles, especially at the 
local level, are written by general assignment reporters or freelancers who have to get quickly 
up to speed on the topics they’re assigned.  

 
This is where you come in. Issues surrounding health IT are complicated and perplex, and 
reporters value organizations and individuals who can demystify the issues and provide easily 
digestible information for their readers.   
 
 
This guide will show you ways to establish your HIMSS chapter and its members as the go-to 
resources on health IT issues for local reporters—helping them to get the story right, while 
providing chapter leaders and members with opportunities to publicly share their own, their 
organizations', and HIMSS’ expertise and perspective.   

                                                        
1 State of the News Media, Pew, June 2015  
http://www.journalism.org/2016/06/15/newspapers-fact-sheet/   
 
2 Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational Outlook Handbook 2015  
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/media-and-communication/reporters-correspondents-and-broadcast-news-analysts.htm  
 

http://www.journalism.org/2016/06/15/newspapers-fact-sheet/
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/media-and-communication/reporters-correspondents-and-broadcast-news-analysts.htm
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Impact of Social Media 
 
Clearly, social media has changed how the world gets its news, 
with a majority of U.S. adults getting some news via social 
media.3  Facebook has 1.8 billion monthly active 
users.  Twitter has 313 million monthly active users, and 106 
million LinkedIn members visit that site monthly.   
 
Surely a high percentage of those of us in health IT are online 
regularly, as are journalists, so making effective use of these 
online tools is a great way to keep members and stakeholders 
informed and engaged. This guide will provide pointers.    
 

Writing a Communications Plan 
 
The communications plan should support the chapter strategic 
plan for the year. Creating a plan will help keep your 
communications goals on track.  A simple one-page document 
is all you need, summarizing the Chapter’s communications 
objectives, tactics, and how you’ll measure results.  
 
A suggested template follows on the next page.  Social media is included to enable an 
integrated communications plan for the chapter.  

                                                        
3 Pew News Use Across Social Media Platforms 2016 
http://www.journalism.org/2016/05/26/news-use-across-social-media-platforms-2016/  

http://www.journalism.org/2016/05/26/news-use-across-social-media-platforms-2016/
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Sample Communications Plan 
 
Overview:  Provide background here with 1-2 sentences on chapter objectives and goals for the 
year. For example: 
 

Overview:  X chapter of HIMSS continues to expand with new members and continued 
interest from potential members who need relevant and current information on the 
value of health IT and the benefits of meaningful use. The Communications activities for 
the chapter will support this ongoing interest and growth. 

 
Audience:  Current and potential HIMSS chapter members, and other stakeholders as 
appropriate. 
 
Objectives:  The objectives should be specific and measureable – with a timeframe for 
accomplishment and details on the activity or work to be completed. 
 

Objective 1:  Identify at least one local reporter who 
covers healthcare, technology or related topic area and 
provide information on chapter meetings at least two 
weeks ahead with the goal of having at least one 
reporter attend at least two meetings during the year. 
 
Objective 2:  Update chapter website four times a year 
with an interview of a chapter member who shares his/her background and reason for 
being a HIMSS member. 
 
Objective 3:  Submit two guest blog posts during the year to the HIMSS Blog, one by a 
CPHIMS chapter member and the second by a chapter officer. Use chapter social media 
platforms to promote these blog posts. 

 
Tactics:  Outline what the Chapter Communications Committee will do during the year.  
 

Tactic 1: Build list of local media contacts with list ready by DATE.  Identify one 
committee member who will manage the list and outreach to media.  
 
Tactic 2: Develop editorial calendar for news items by DATE with committee members 
assigned to writers and deadlines.  News items will be around 500 words, posted on the 
chapter website and promoted through Twitter using the chapter’s Twitter handle.  

 
Evaluation:  With this plan, the chapter can measure success at the end of the year because the 
plan contains specific activities that must be completed by a certain date. The plan includes 
what the chapter wants to focus on, including specific topics and outcomes that can be 
reviewed and analyzed by the board.  
  

QUICK TIP: 
A communications plan is 
simply writing the why, who, 
how, and when of your 
outreach activities. 
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Media Relations 

   
It’s About Relationships 
 
As illustrated in the Media Relations Road Map4, the path to an effective pitch begins with 
identifying who you want to pitch, and then developing a long-term, mutually beneficial 
relationship with those reporters and influencers.  Consider yourself in a customer service 
function rather than a sales role—what can you do for your targeted influencers to make their 
job easier? 

 
Media Relations Road Map 
 

 

  

 

                                                        
4 Media Relations Road Map™ reproduced by permission of Michael Smart PR 
http://michaelsmartpr.com/ 
 

http://michaelsmartpr.com/
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As laid out in the infographic above, getting the attention of reporters and bloggers isn’t easy, 
but you’ll be off to a good start by introducing yourself and your chapter as a useful resource. 
Ideally, you’ll be front of mind when they need a quote, or a complicated issue explained in 
simple language.  Your expertise and accessibility can be invaluable to a harried journalist on 
deadline! 
 
Step 1: Identify Reporters in Your Chapter Area  
 
When thinking about possible target reporters in your area, asking yourself a few questions will 
help you develop a list of 3-5 regional reporters to 
direct your efforts. 
 

1. Who are the reporters covering health, 
health IT, or technology issues in your 
region?  Review the last 6 months to 
identify the trends they’re discussing and 
the types of news they’re covering.   

2. What bloggers are covering health IT 
issues in your region? The criteria for 
reporters also apply to bloggers.   

3. What resources can you offer reporters in your region? Can you offer interviews 
with local CIOs? Arrange tours to see health IT in action?  Share case studies and 
other real-world examples of how health IT improved a provider’s ability to care for 
their patients? These are great resources to help reporters develop stories.  

With your communications plan and your defined objectives, you’re ready to reach out to your 
target reporters and bloggers.  
 
Step 2: Build Relationships with Local Media and Influencers  
 
Once you have your local media targets and influencers identified, it’s time to start building 
relationships. Here are a few quick tips to get you started:  
    

1. Send an introduction email to your 
targets.  Explain your role and explain 
possible resources you can share.  Be 
mindful of what resources you can offer 
that each person may find valuable—since 
you’ve been monitoring what your targets 
have been writing, you should have some 
good insights.    

QUICK TIP:  
Set up Google Alerts for the reporters 
on your list. You’ll be able to see their 
articles and track what types of issues 
and stories are of interest to them. The 
more you know about the topics your 
targets are writing about, the better 
you’ll be at crafting a pitch that will 
secure positive press coverage.  

 

QUICK TIP:   
How often do you receive hand-written 
notes? Sending your business card with a 
snail mail note of introduction, or an event 
flyer with a personal invitation, has stood 
the test of time as a way to stand out.   
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2. Follow your target reporters and bloggers through social media in order to gain insight 
on what types of topics are currently catching their eye.  Retweet or share posts that 
your followers would find useful or interesting—reporters appreciate the added 
visibility for their articles.  

3. Personally invite your targets to events. Personal email invitations sent individually to 
reporters explaining why the event could be of interest—perhaps because of the topic, 
the speakers, or the opportunity to meet local health IT leaders—will get more attention 
than flyers sent as part of a mass email.  Or a brief, informative phone call may get more 
attention than an email.  

4. Learn about local controversies, keep tabs on which journalists are writing about your 
issues, and closely follow the nature of the coverage your issues are receiving.    

5. Provide value to reporters—with no other agenda—by sharing information when 
appropriate—such as news from HIMSS North America, an insightful blog post on a 
topic you know they follow, or recent survey results. Your goal is for them to think of 
you as a resource on health IT topics. 

In time, with subtle and consistent effort, your targets will begin to look to you as a friend and 
resource. Reporters and influencers look to those people and organizations for content and 
comment all the time—be that source!    

Step 3: Identify Your Goal 
 
Spend some time developing your main message, as this will be the most important part of 
your communications strategy and the foundation for everything else you convey.  
 

1. Identify your goal, and craft your message to support that goal. 
 

2. Write your message so it is focused, timely, and relevant. 
 

3. Stick to your message, but include supporting points and resources appropriate for 
each target. 

 
Step 4: Make the Pitch 
 
Once you know who you want to reach out to, why you want to reach out, and what message 
you want to convey, you’re ready to make your pitch. 
 
Journalists are constantly bombarded with pitches. It’s more important that the information 
you send to them is timely, relevant, reliable, and retains a human element that draws in 
readers, than it is to send lots of in-depth information showcasing your expertise.  Get right to 
the point with a short, succinct pitch. 
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Think Locally: How can you localize a story that’s trending nationally?  Remember, reporters 
are always looking for the local angle. So, package your message or information in the context 
of how a story affects the community. 
 
Try Different Tactics:  The best pitch is always an individualized one that shows you’re familiar 
with the reporter’s work and have an idea and available resources on a topic that fits.   
 
News releases are another way to pitch journalists.  Or your message may be more effective as 
an op-ed column.  Or you might invite a reporter or blogger to monthly chapter meetings, 
particularly when there’s a timely speaker or topic on the agenda.  Think strategically and 
creatively on the best way to get your message out. 
 
Provide Extras: Journalists appreciate it when you make 
it easy for them to enhance a story. The less research 
they have to complete on their own time, the more likely 
it is that they will use your material as the basis for their 
piece.  
 
TV reporters will need on-camera interviews and 
compelling visuals. You can assist print journalists by providing photos, anecdotes, fact sheets, 
data points, infographics, relevant lists or rankings, contact and biographical information for 
topical "experts," and useful website addresses. Try to offer much of the information via online 
links, including collateral research sources.   
 
Stay Informed 
 
To reach people through the media, you must be informed and aware of what people are 
already talking about, which is often shaped by what's in the media. Follow national health IT 
news, track local conversations on health IT issues, keep tabs on the journalists writing about 
your issues, and monitor the nature of the coverage your issues are receiving. 
 
Take an active role in shaping the news; start a file of articles covering health IT issues. Develop 
a database with contact information of journalists/bloggers covering your issues, tracking how 
often they write about your issues. Then, when pitching the journalist, you can avoid pitching a 
topic already covered, and instead discuss your ideas for a new story with a local perspective or 
a new angle of a well-covered topic, based on your familiarity with their previous articles. 
  

Quick Tip: 
Be selective to make the best use of 
your time; identify the publications 
you think your target audiences 
read regularly, and devote more 
effort to pitching those outlets. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA 
 

Social media can be a valuable tool to help spread awareness of your activities, events, and 
advocacy. Take advantage of Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter accounts to:  

 increase participation among chapter members; 

 thank current sponsors and attract potential new sponsors; 

 expand your reach to other health IT colleagues; and 

 spread your message to reporters and other stakeholders. 
 
Your social media efforts will be most effective when you use the 80-20 rule: at least 80% of 
your posts should be sharing news and information; the other 20% may be used for promoting 
Chapter activities. 
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Finding Content 
 
In addition to content from HIMSS and your own Chapter, abundant sources of health IT news 
and information are available online, providing plenty of opportunities for timely, shareable 
social media content that will position your Chapter as a reliable resource for your followers.  
Your own member websites are a great resource—have they posted health IT-related blogs, 
press releases, case studies, or success stories?  Highlight the local angle when you can. 
 
Visuals make a difference in social media.  With a few minutes of online searching, you’ll find 
good options for free or low-priced images to illustrate your social media posts; posts that 
include message-enhancing images have been shown to get much higher engagement. 
 

 See page 22 for the links to these resources in the two visuals below. 
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Social Media Management Tools 
 
There are many low-and-no-cost tools available to manage your social media activities in one 
place.  HIMSS North America uses Hootsuite to manage social media efforts from a single 
dashboard, including following key influencers, scheduling posts to go live at a specific date and 
time in the future, and reviewing analytics to monitor how different types of posts fare.  If 
Hootsuite or another tool sounds like something you’d like to try, you can usually experiment 
with a basic plan for free. 
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Using Hashtags (#) 
 
Hashtags are an easy way to expand the reach of social media posts beyond your Chapter's 
followers. We’ve listed the key hashtags HIMSS uses, and as you spend time on social media 
you'll find many others you’ll want to use that are relevant to your activities and your 
community.  But don’t overdo hashtags; one or two per post is plenty. 
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Facebook 
 
Facebook posts with images see 2.3x more engagement than those without images.5  To get the 
most out of your Facebook posts, follow a few simple rules, and include a photo, graphic, or 
other image whenever available and appropriate. You’ll find useful resources for social media 
images online.6 Be sure to credit the photographer or source of the image.  
 

 

                                                        
5 37 Visual Content Marketing Statistics You Should Know in 2016 
 https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/visual-content-marketing-strategy 
6  9 Visual Tools to Create Awesome Social Media Images   
http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/9-visual-tools-to-create-awesome-social-media-images/  

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/visual-content-marketing-strategy
http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/9-visual-tools-to-create-awesome-social-media-images/
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Twitter 
 
Twitter best practices include keeping your tweets short and focused on a single topic, 
incorporating visuals (which see 3x more engagement), using hashtags, and curating content for 
your followers.7   Try to include the local angle whenever possible to set your tweets apart from 
other health IT Twitter resources. 

 

 

                                                        
7 Create your Twitter content strategy 

 https://business.twitter.com/en/basics/what-to-tweet.html  

https://business.twitter.com/en/basics/what-to-tweet.html
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LinkedIn 
 
LinkedIn is another way for Chapters to connect with their members and extend their reach. 
Along with promoting events, LinkedIn offers opportunities to post long-form thought 
leadership columns (that you can then share on other social media channels), and engage your 
membership and stakeholders in timely group discussions. If you’re not sure how to get started 
managing your Chapter’s LinkedIn presence, LinkedIn has created some useful guidelines.8 
 

 

 

                                                        
8 Groups - Getting Started   
https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/1164?lang=en  

https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/1164?lang=en
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Communications Resources for HIMSS Chapters 
 

HIMSS Social Media Accounts 
 

HIMSS Twitter https://twitter.com/himss 

HIMSS LinkedIn Company https://www.linkedin.com/company/himss/ 

HIMSS LinkedIn Group https://www.linkedin.com/groups/93115 

HIMSS Facebook https://www.facebook.com/HIMSSpage 

HIMSS RSS Feeds http://www.himss.org/rss 

 
HIMSS Publications and Other Resources for Outreach 
 
Publications  
 
Chapter Leader eNews 
Editor- Kelly Wagner, Coordinator, Corporate Communications, kwagner@himss.org  
 
Health Information Technology Policy Update e-newsletter 
Editor – Karen Groppe, Public Policy and Corporate Communications, kgroppe@himss.org 
 

Content Resources 
 
HIMSS Blog 
Send ideas for guest blog posts from chapter leaders; blogging guidelines available. 
Kelly Wagner, Coordinator Corporate Communications, kwagner@himss.org  
  
HIMSS Health IT Pulse 
Use this online source for current HIMSS news releases and more. 
http://www.himss.org/news/ 
 
Downloadable Photos from HIMSS16 and other HIMSS Events 
Contact Kelly Wagner – kwagner@himss.org 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://twitter.com/himss
https://www.linkedin.com/company/himss/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/93115
https://www.facebook.com/HIMSSpage
http://www.himss.org/rss
mailto:kwagner@himss.org
mailto:kgroppe@himss.org
mailto:kwagner@himss.org
http://www.himss.org/news/
mailto:kwagner@himss.org
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Chapter Resources 
 
Fill-in-the-blank Templates (news releases, media advisories, etc.) 
Check Chapter Leader Resource Area for templates to announce a program or new officers. 
http://clra.himsschapter.org/user/login#notesHIMSS North America Boilerplate  
http://www.himss.org/about-himss 
 
Chapter Boilerplate  
For consistency among all chapters, add a sentence to the HIMSS North America boilerplate, 
such as: “X Chapter is one of 55 chapters of HIMSS across the United States, Canada, Puerto 
Rico and India.”   
 
For example: 
 

The Greater Illinois Chapter is one of the 55 chapters of HIMSS across the United States, 
Canada, Puerto Rico and India, and its members throughout greater Illinois.  

  

http://clra.himsschapter.org/user/login#notes
http://www.himss.org/about-himss
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HIMSS Communications Staff Contact Information 
 

Name Title 
Business 
Unit 

Phone Email Twitter 

 
Corporate Communications 
  

Joyce Lofstrom, APR 
Senior Director 
Corporate 
Communications 

HIMSS 
North 
America 

312-915-
9237 

jlofstrom@himss.org @joycelofstrom 

Kelly Wagner 
Coordinator, 
Corporate 
Communications 

HIMSS 
North 
America 

312-915-
9502 

kwagner@himss.org @Kelly_Wagner 

Karen Groppe 
Public Policy and 
Corporate 
Communications 

HIMSS 
North 
America 

240-855-
8947 

 
kgroppe@himss.org 
 

 

 
Social Media  
 

Sumit Sharma 
Director, Social 
Media, Marketing 
Solutions  

HIMSS 
Media 

312-915-
9562 

Sumit.Sharma@himssmedia.com 
 

@SumitSharma930 

Michael Gaspar 

Program Manager, 
Social Media, 
Audience 
Development 

HIMSS 
Media 

312-915-
9549 

Michael.Gaspar@himssmedia.com 
 

@MichaelGaspar 

Amanda Burkey  

Associate 
Manager, Social 
Media, Audience 
Development 

HIMSS 
Media 

312-915-
9297 

Amanda.Burkey@himssmedia.com 
 

@A_Burkey 

 
Operations 
 

Erica Pantuso, CAE 
Vice President, 
Operations 

HIMSS 
North 
America 

312-915-
9277 

epantuso@himss.org  

 

mailto:jlofstrom@himss.org
https://twitter.com/joycelofstrom
mailto:kwagner@himss.org
https://twitter.com/Kelly_A_Wagner
mailto:kgroppe@himss.org
mailto:Sumit.Sharma@himssmedia.com
https://twitter.com/SumitSharma930
mailto:Michael.Gaspar@himssmedia.com
https://twitter.com/MichaelGaspar
mailto:Amanda.Burkey@himssmedia.com
https://twitter.com/A_Burkey
mailto:epantuso@himss.org
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Resources to Learn More 
 
Media Relations Must-Dos: 10 Tips for More Earned Media 
http://www.prnewswire.com/blog/media-must-dos-10-media-relations-tips-19174.html 

 
“Being able to identify what is or isn’t newsworthy to a particular audience is an art you 
should master… that could mean giving a local angle to something of national 
importance or tying your message to a particular subtopic of a larger story making 
headlines.” 

 
Ten Most Overlooked Media Relations Best Practices in the Era of Social Media 
https://www.bulldogreporter.com/ten-most-overlooked-media-relations-best-practices-in-the-
era-of-social-media/ 

 
“We need to think critically if the story we're being asked to pitch is actually a story. 
Sometimes the dream headline is just that—a dream—and it's our job to add what is 
needed to make it a real story.” 

 
10 Steps to a Nonprofit Issues Management Program 
https://www.thebalance.com/nonprofit-issues-management-program-2502251 

 
“When you see an issue crop up over and over again, take note and put together a file 
for it…Set up Google alerts for the keywords of your issues so you will receive news 
articles about them.” 

 
10 Tips for Getting Local Media Attention for Your Nonprofit 
https://www.thebalance.com/tips-local-media-relations-2502364 

 
“Most of your media work should be directed at pitching unique stories to local media 
and reporters that you've cultivated over time. Journalists love human interest stories, 
especially when they involve a David and Goliath theme…Your information should be 
new, noteworthy, and relevant to a large share of the public.” 

 
10 Tips for Working with Social Media Influencers 
http://www.inc.com/joseph-steinberg/10-tips-for-working-with-social-media-influencers.html 

 
“When there is something in the deal for both of you, influencers will work much harder 
to create something great.” 

 
The difference between PR and publicity 
http://sethgodin.typepad.com/seths_blog/2009/03/the-difference-between-pr-and-
publicity.html/ 
 

“PR is the strategic crafting of your story.” 

http://www.prnewswire.com/blog/media-must-dos-10-media-relations-tips-19174.html
https://www.bulldogreporter.com/ten-most-overlooked-media-relations-best-practices-in-the-era-of-social-media/
https://www.bulldogreporter.com/ten-most-overlooked-media-relations-best-practices-in-the-era-of-social-media/
https://www.thebalance.com/nonprofit-issues-management-program-2502251
https://www.thebalance.com/tips-local-media-relations-2502364
https://www.thebalance.com/how-to-pitch-a-nonprofit-story-to-the-media-2502342
https://www.thebalance.com/how-to-pitch-a-nonprofit-story-to-the-media-2502342
https://www.thebalance.com/nonprofit-storytelling-mistakes-2502039
http://www.inc.com/joseph-steinberg/10-tips-for-working-with-social-media-influencers.html
http://sethgodin.typepad.com/seths_blog/2009/03/the-difference-between-pr-and-publicity.html/
http://sethgodin.typepad.com/seths_blog/2009/03/the-difference-between-pr-and-publicity.html/
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Resources to Learn More 
Links to resources on p. 12 

 
Where to Find Great Content  
 

 HIMSS Health IT Pulse  

 Health IT Podcasts 

 HIMSS Health IT Value Suite  

 Healthcare IT News 

 Healthcare Finance 

 MobiHealthNews  

 Future Care 

 Revenue Cycle Insights 

 ICD10 Watch  

 HIE Watch 

 Continuum of Care News  
 

Low-Budget/No Budget Visual Tools  
 

 Social Media Examiner – 8 visual content apps 

http://www.himss.org/news/children-s-healthcare-atlanta-becomes-first-hospital-georgia-achieve-himss-stage-7-designation
http://www.himss.org/library/podcasts'
http://www.himss.org/valuesuite
http://www.healthcareitnews.com/
http://www.healthcarefinancenews.com/
http://www.mobihealthnews.com/
http://www.himssfuturecare.com/
http://www.revenuecycleinsights.com/
http://www.icd10watch.com/
http://www.hiewatch.com/
http://www.continuumofcarenews.com/
http://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/8-visual-content-apps/

